Background and Purpose-Cognition and education influence functional trajectories, but whether associations differ with subclinical brain infarcts (SBI) or white matter hyperintensity volume (WMHV) is unknown. We hypothesized that SBI and WMHV moderated relationships between cognitive performance and education and functional trajectories. Methods -A total of 1290 stroke-free individuals underwent brain magnetic resonance imaging and were followed for 7.3 years (mean) with annual functional assessments with the Barthel index (range, 0-100). Magnetic resonance imaging measurements included pathology-informed SBI (PI-SBI) and WMHV (% total cranial volume). Generalized estimating equation models tested associations between magnetic resonance imaging variables and baseline Barthel index and change in Barthel index, adjusting for demographic, vascular, cognitive, and social risk factors, and stroke and myocardial infarction during follow-up. We tested interactions among education level, baseline cognitive performance (Mini-Mental State score), and functional trajectories and ran models stratified by levels of magnetic resonance imaging variables. Results-Mean age was 70.6 (SD, 9.0) years; 19% had PI-SBI, and mean WMHV was 0.68%. Education did not modify associations between cognition and functional trajectories. PI-SBI modified associations between cognition and functional trajectories (P=0.04) with a significant protective effect of better cognition on functional decline seen only in those without PI-SBI. There was no significant interaction for WMHV (P=0.8). PI-SBI, and greater WMHV, were associated with 2-to 3-fold steeper functional decline, holding cognition constant. Conclusions-PI-SBI moderated the association between cognition and functional trajectories, with 3-fold greater decline among those with PI-SBI (compared with no PI-SBI) and normal baseline cognition. This highlights the strong and independent association between subclinical markers and patient-centered trajectories over time. (Stroke. 2018;49:549-555.
S ubclinical brain infarcts (SBI) are magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-defined lesions of presumed vascular origin that are not associated with acute clinical events. Similarly, MRI white matter hyperintensities (WMH) are thought to represent structural damage because of small vessel disease. In the population-based Rotterdam Scan Study, among 1077 individuals 60 to 90 years of age, subclinical infarcts were at least 5× as prevalent as clinical strokes. 1 In several studies, including the Helsinki Ageing Study and Austrian Stroke Prevention Study and the population-based Cardiovascular Health Study and Rotterdam Study, WMH were present in >90% of individuals. 2 SBI and WMH have been associated in multiple studies with cognitive impairment 3 and reduced functional status. 1, 4 Functional status here refers to performance in activities of daily living (ADL) and in some cases also instrumental ADLs, measured by standard scales such as the Barthel index or the Katz scale. In a prior analysis using the MRI sample of the NOMAS (Northern Manhattan Study), 5 WMH volume (WMHV) was independently associated with poorer episodic memory, processing speed, and semantic memory. In previous analyses, we showed that SBI and WMHV are each independently associated with accelerated long-term functional decline. 6 Education and cognitive performance are important determinants of functional status, 7, 8 but the moderating effects of SBI and WMHV on the relationships between education and functional trajectories, and cognition and functional trajectories, are not known. We hypothesized that MRI measures (SBI and WMHV) moderated (1) the relationship between baseline cognitive performance and long-term functional trajectories,
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and (2) the relationship between education level and longterm functional trajectories, in those free of stroke at baseline.
Methods
Because of the sensitive nature of the data collected for this study, requests to access the data set from qualified researchers trained in human subject confidentiality protocols may be sent to Mitchell Elkind at Columbia University at mse13@cumc.columbia.edu. The NOMAS MRI study is a substudy of the NOMAS prospective cohort (as previously described 9 ) that began in 2003 and included 1290 individuals: (1) ≥age 50 years, (2) without MRI contraindications, (3) without clinical stroke, and (4) able to provide signed informed consent. MRI sequences (1.5-T MRI system, Philips Medical Systems, Best, the Netherlands) included axial T1, axial T2, axial proton density, dual-spin echo, diffusion-weighted imaging, and fluid-attenuated inversion recovery. Columbia University and University of Miami Institutional Review Boards approved the study, and all participants provided written informed consent.
Baseline Evaluation
Bilingual research assistants collected data from participants using standardized questions on the following conditions, as previously described: hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hypercholesterolemia, cigarette smoking, alcohol use, and cardiac conditions. 10 All participants underwent a thorough baseline examination, including comprehensive medical history, physical examination, review of medical records, functional status assessed by the Barthel index (BI), and fasting blood samples.
Follow-Up
All participants were followed annually via phone screening to detect change in vital status, new neurological or cardiac symptoms and events, interval hospitalizations, and functional status via the BI. Only 2 subjects were lost to follow-up after their baseline examination, and the average annual contact rate was 99%.
A positive screen for potential cardiac or neurological events was followed by an in-person confirmatory assessment. In addition, all admissions and discharges were screened for hospitalizations and outcomes that may not have been captured by telephone interview. Nearly 70% of vascular events lead to hospitalizations at Columbia University Medical Center. Hospital records were reviewed to classify outcomes as previously reported. 11 Stroke included ischemic stroke, intracerebral hemorrhage, and subarachnoid hemorrhage. At least 2 stroke neurologists verified and classified all stroke cases. Myocardial infarction diagnosis was adjudicated by cardiologists, based on criteria adapted from the Cardiac Arrhythmia Suppression trial 12 and the Lipid Research Clinics Coronary Primary Prevention trial, 13 requiring ≥2 of the 3 following criteria: (1) ischemic cardiac pain determined to be typical angina; (2) cardiac marker abnormalities defined as abnormal creatine kinase-MB fraction or troponin I values; and (3) ischemic ECG abnormalities.
Study Outcome
The BI 14, 15 measures performance in 10 ADLs and ranges from 0 to 100 in 5-point increments, with 100 indicating normal physical functioning. Previous research has demonstrated the reliability of phone assessments of function using the BI. 16 Although it is an ordinal scale, recent research has advocated analyzing the scale as a continuous variable because of increased power to detect associations, ability to describe the course of change over time in linear form, and avoidance of potential misclassification because of crude categorization. [17] [18] [19] All BI measurements from the time of MRI forward were included in this analysis.
Explanatory Variables
For brain images, an operator traced dura mater, and nonbrain structures were manually removed. Using a custom-designed image analysis package (QUANTA 6.2 using a Sun Microsystems Ultra 5 workstation), modeling of pixel-intensity histograms for cerebrospinal fluid and brain white and gray matter was performed.
Semiautomated measurements of pixel distributions were made to identify the optimal pixel-intensity threshold to distinguish cerebrospinal fluid from brain matter. Total cranial volume constituted the sum of whole-brain volume voxels from the T1 segmentation process. WMHV was calculated as the sum of voxels ≥3.5 SDs above mean image intensity multiplied by pixel dimensions and section thickness. 5 For analysis, WMHV was divided by total cranial volume and standardized.
MRI sequences were read for cavitated infarcts and perivascular spaces according to previously described criteria. 20 Briefly, lesions with an effective cross-sectional diameter of >3 mm were characterized as large perivascular spaces or infarcts according to parameters, such as to location, shape, and T1 and fluid-attenuated inversion recovery appearance, validated in imaging-pathological correlational studies from other cohorts. 20 The assignation of a lesion as pathologyinformed SBI (PI-SBI) was further subclassified with the understanding of the stroke mechanism as follows: lacunes of presumed vascular origin (ie, cavitated lesions thought to be infarcts) were identified in the territory of penetrating arteries, subcortical but likely embolic infarcts were identified in the territory of medullary penetrating arteries, cortical infarcts were likely embolic, and cerebellar infarcts were located in the cerebellum. The PI-SBI variable was dichotomized into present versus absent.
Cognitive performance was measured with the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), 21 a common, reliable, and valid 30-point scale that measures cognitive performance, with higher scores denoting better performance. MMSE values were analyzed continuously and centered at the mean. Education level was measured as years of education achieved and was dichotomized into at least high school education versus less than high school education.
Covariates
Analytic models were adjusted for the following variables: demographic variables (age, sex, race/ethnicity), medical risk factors (hypercholesterolemia [defined by self-report, lipid-lowering therapy use, or fasting total cholesterol level >240 mg/dL], diabetes mellitus [defined by self-report, fasting blood glucose level ≥126 mg/dL, or insulin/oral hypoglycemic use], hypertension [defined as a systolic blood pressure recording ≥140 mm Hg or a diastolic blood pressure recording ≥90 mm Hg based on the average of 2 blood pressure measurements or the patient's self-report of a history of hypertension or antihypertensive use]), smoking (defined as either nonsmoker or smoker within the last year), alcohol use (with moderate alcohol use classified as 1 drink/mo to 2 drinks/d), any physical activity (versus none), insurance status (classified uninsured/Medicaid versus Medicare/private insurance), and depressed mood. Covariates not significant at P<0.05 were removed from final models.
Statistical Analysis
We first calculated the distributions of PI-SBI, WMHV, baseline covariates, and BI. Because of correlations among repeated measures of BI in the same individual, we used regression models using generalized estimating equation with an identity link function to assess the association between predictors and repeated measurements of BI, adjusting for baseline demographic variables, medical risk factors, alcohol use and physical activity, and insurance status, as defined above. A variable for the time trend was included to estimate the annual change in BI.
The relationships among cognition, education, and functional status were examined in a multivariable model incorporating the time trend of annual change in BI score (time), centered MMSE score, education level (defined as at least high school education versus less than high school education), and interaction terms between MMSE×education and between time×MMSE×education. We used the results of this model to determine whether to include the education term in subsequent models.
Next, to assess whether the association of MMSE with functional trajectories differed by PI-SBI, we ran a fully adjusted model including the interaction term: time×centered MMSE×PI-SBI, tested at a P value cutoff of 0.1. This model also included 2-way interaction terms of its components. We then ran fully adjusted models stratified by the presence of PI-SBI, with the following main terms: annual change in BI (time), difference in baseline BI per point of MMSE, and additional annual change in BI per point of MMSE (time×MMSE). A similar series of models were run with WMHV (dichotomized at the mean) instead of PI-SBI.
Various model diagnostics, including tests of linearity, residual plots, and goodness of fit measures, were used to evaluate the final model. There was no evidence to suggest lack of linearity in the final models when quadratic time terms were tested. We chose the exchangeable (intraclass) working correlation structure after comparing the quasi-likelihood under the independence model criterion obtained with this model with one using the unstructured working correlation structure. To control for the effect of vascular events on functional status, stroke and myocardial infarction were included as time-varying covariates.
To illustrate significant interactions, we graphed estimated functional trajectories for an exemplar with mean values for covariates and diabetes mellitus (because of its known association with functional trajectories 22 ), using the interaction models for PI-SBI and WMHV.
Results
Among 1290 participants, mean age was 70.6 years, vascular risk factors were common, and 46% received at least a high school education (Table 1) . A total of 1136 individuals (88.8%) had a BI score of 95 or 100 at baseline. Two hundred forty-six (19.1%) had PI-SBI (range up to 7), 3.0% were cerebellar, 2.9% cortical, 11.1% in the territory of medullary arteries, and 6.6% in the territory of penetrating arteries. Mean WMHV (as % of total cranial volume) was 0.68 (SD, 0.84; median, 0.36). Mean follow-up time was 7.3 years (SD, 2.1). There were 53 first MIs and 64 first strokes occurring during follow-up. The moderating effect of education level on the relationship between cognitive ability and functional trajectories was examined. There was no primary association of education (P=0.2), no interaction of education with cognitive ability (P=0.3), and no interaction between education and cognitive ability when examining slope of functional decline (P=0.8). Hence, we did not include education level in subsequent models.
The moderating effect of PI-SBI on functional trajectories and cognitive level was examined in a fully adjusted model. The interaction term between PI-SBI, MMSE score, and time was significant (P=0.04). Hence, we ran models stratified by presence of PI-SBI (Table 2 ). Among those with PI-SBI, there was a steeper estimated decline in functional status over time (−1.56 BI points per year; 95% confidence interval [CI], −2.05, −1.07) compared with those without PI-SBI (−0.90; 95% CI, −1.06, −0.73). Also, there was a significant relationship between MMSE and change in BI over time only among those without PI-SBI (reducing the rate of decline by 0.07 BI points per year; 95% CI, 0.01, 0.12). There was no relationship between MMSE and baseline BI levels in either group (with or without PI-SBI).
Next, we tested the moderating effect of WMHV on functional trajectories and cognitive level in a fully adjusted model. Although the interaction term between WMHV (dichotomized at the mean), MMSE score, and time was not significant (P=0.8), we ran models stratified by mean WMHV to estimate the overall time trend in each group (Table 3) . Among those with WMHV greater than or equal to the mean, there was a steeper estimated decline in functional status over time (−1.92 BI points per year; 95% CI, −2.36, −1.47) compared with those with WMHV less than the mean (−0.69; 95% CI, −0.84, −0.55). Despite the nonsignificant 3-way interaction term, there appeared to be a significant relationship between MMSE and change in BI over time among those with WMHV less than the mean, reducing the rate of decline by 0.06 BI points per year (95% CI, 0.01, 
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0.12). As with PI-SBI, there was no relationship between MMSE and baseline BI levels in either group (with or without WMHV). Figure 1 displays estimated functional trajectories for a Hispanic female with diabetes mellitus at the mean age and body mass index. Figure 1A shows functional trajectories if the individual's MMSE was 25 and depicts 2 curves, 1 if the individual did not have PI-SBI (slope=−1.00 BI points per year) and 1 if she had PI-SBI (slope=−1.49 BI points per year), showing a 50% greater decline with PI-SBI compared with without. Figure 1B 
Discussion
We found that PI-SBI but not WMHV significantly moderated the relationship between cognition and functional trajectories. Higher baseline cognitive ability was associated with less functional decline over time, a relationship that was not influenced by education. PI-SBI was independently associated with steeper functional decline, over and above the decline because of aging. Also, there was a significant interaction between cognition and PI-SBI and a steeper decline in function in the presence of PI-SBI. For individuals with no cognitive impairment at baseline (MMSE score of 30), the presence of PI-SBI was associated with a 3-fold increased functional decline over time (−1.88 versus −0.66 BI points per year). Similarly, WMHV above the mean was associated with steeper functional decline, regardless of baseline cognitive function (−1.99 versus −0.66 BI points per year), demonstrating the large impact that even seemingly subclinical lesions may have on functional decline. Importantly, these declines were independent of incident vascular events during follow-up. Considering that 19% of the population had PI-SBI on imaging, despite 89% being functionally normal at the time of MRI, the population impact of subclinical brain lesions on disability is potentially large.
In a prior analysis in the NOMAS MRI sample, 23 greater WMHV and smaller total cranial volume were associated with poorer performance in learning a list of words. The current analysis expands on this previous research by analyzing longitudinal trends of repeated measures of functional status and showing significant interactions between PI-SBI, cognition, and functional decline. We have also previously shown, in NOMAS, that periventricular WMHV is particularly associated with functional decline 24 and that right-left asymmetry of WMHV is associated with functional decline. 25 Future studies in NOMAS will further explore relationships between WMHV in particular brain regions and functional and cognitive outcomes because it is possible that the relationships among cognition, functional status, and WMHV may vary depending on the region involved.
Several previous studies have shown, as we have done in previous analyses, 6 that greater WMHV was associated with greater disability, at 1 year 26 and 2.42 years of follow-up, 27 as well as with gait and balance 28 and cognitive decline. 29 Greater WMHV was associated with physical decline for 1 year, and possibly WMH in the deep frontoparietal and Model additionally adjusted for age at time of magnetic resonance imaging, sex, race/ethnicity, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, physical activity, alcohol use, body mass index, insurance status, depression, and stroke and myocardial infarction occurring during follow-up. BI indicates Barthel index score; CI, confidence interval; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination score; and PI-SBI, pathology-informed subclinical brain infarct. periventricular parietooccipital regions had the greatest impact on decline. 30 SBI has also been previously associated with disability and cognitive impairment. During 4 years of follow-up, WMHV and brain infarcts were associated with higher incidence of disability and accelerated decline in gait speed. 4 Adjustment for incident stroke and dementia and mini-mental status score did not attenuate associations, but interactions with cognitive performance were not tested.
There are several brain structural changes associated with cerebrovascular disease that may have impacts on cognition and functional status. For example, brain infarcts have been associated with smaller hippocampal volumes, which are associated with poorer memory and cognitive function. 31 SBI has also been associated with reduced gray matter volume and concomitant cognitive deficits. 32 WMHV, SBI, microbleeds, and atrophy have been associated with declines in gait speed, cadence of gait, and length of steps, 33, 34 which would affect the mobility aspects of ADL functioning. WMHV and progression of WMHV have been associated with neurological examination findings, such as gait and stance abnormalities, upper motor signs, and slowing of fingertaps, 35 and presence and number of neurological deficits have an independent impact on performance of ADLs. 36 Deep SBI and WMHV have been associated with gait variability, which has been associated with falls and disability. 37 In this study, although there was an association between WMHV and accelerated functional decline, WMHV did not moderate the relationship between cognitive performance and function, suggesting that WMHV may function through mechanisms distinct from SBI to affect ongoing functional decline independently of processes that determine cognitive ability.
Functional reserve refers to factors that protect functional capacities even in the setting of aging or other processes that would normally cause functional decline. Only when this reserve is depleted do functional limitations become manifest. This analysis supports the view that SBI depletes functional reserve and causes accelerated decline as individuals age and that higher baseline cognitive function reduces the slope of decline. Although education has been posited as a factor influencing cognitive reserve, studies have not found a consistent moderating effect of education on age-related decline, 38 or a relationship between education and decline over time, 39 which parallels our findings.
Strengths of this study include the large population-based cohort, the accurate assessment of events during long-term follow-up of 7.3 years, minimal loss to follow-up, the use of state-of-the-art imaging and measurement of subclinical brain vascular disease, and the repeated measures of functional outcomes that allow trajectory analysis. Few prior studies have examined trajectories of these outcomes over time as we did, estimating not only change between 2 time points but also slope of change over time. The analysis of repeated measures of functional status is more sensitive to longitudinal change than measurement at 2 or fewer time points. Because of reliable surveillance and tracking of events and regular and repeated measurements of functional status, this study can reliably estimate the likely central role that subclinical disease plays in functional ability and health over time. A limitation of this analysis is that the MRI NOMAS sample selects individuals who will be able to return for follow-up and imaging and may reflect a healthy survivor bias, which may reduce power to detect declines in functional status. We lack pathological confirmation that our MRI findings are vascular in origin, leaving open the possibility of misclassification. However, postmortem MRI studies generally support our assumptions on the lesions identified here. We also did not have a comprehensive measure of cerebral microbleeds at the time of the analysis. Also, we relied on a single scale, the MMSE, to measure cognitive performance, and a more extensive assessment of cognitive domains was lacking. It is possible that by using the MMSE, we missed mild executive function impairment. Finally, the BI is subject to ceiling effects, and we may have underestimated the extent of functional decline over time. In particular, it is possible that the absence of a moderation by WMHV of the relationship between cognition and functional trajectories was because of ceiling effects of these measures.
More research is needed examining trajectories of cognition and disability over time, especially in relation to progressive imaging changes on repeated MRIs. Newer imaging and analytic techniques may be able to detect previously undetectable structural and functional brain dysfunction that could underlie the progressive disability and cognitive changes seen in epidemiological studies. This could lead to tests of interventions to prevent progression of subclinical cerebrovascular disease and hence possibly functional decline.
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